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Introduction
The world is an amazing place with different strokes for different folks. Some guys have a fetish for oral
sex while others prefer to have their hot horn dog wrapped up tight in a five-finger bun.  If you fit this
bill it turns out that what you really need is a sexy combination of both horny sex acts, and Tug and
Suck is just the place to get it!

Adult Review
Choices are usually a good thing.  So if you have to pick between a wet sloppy blowjob or a fast and furious stroke job, you
really can't go wrong either way.  But the great U S of A is a bountiful land of opportunity where you generally get to have
sex your way, and it's certainly possible to score yourself a jizz blowing combo of both of those sexy hardcore actions.
  
  There are currently 41 exclusive episodes at Tug and Suck, an awesome site that's part of the Jerked network of High Def
porn sites.  You'll see every sexy stroke and slippery slurp in brilliant 1440 x 1080 resolution that leaves absolutely nothing to
your imagination.  This HD file is a huge WMV that can either be downloaded or streamed.   There are plenty of other format
choices for you if the high definition file is a bit too big for your current connection speed, including MPGs and MP4s.
  
  Tug and Suck was moving ahead with consistent weekly updates for many months, but lately the update schedule has been
slipping and now it appears to have stopped, with no new scenes added in over a month.  Hopefully some more are added real
soon, because this porn site has a lot of potential stroke value.
  
  The Tug and Suck episode starring big-titted blonde Brooke Scott was added on 6/6 and is an instant classic!  Her greedy
mouth is opened up ultra wide to accept a hot steamy load that she sexily strokes right out of an extra long stunt cock.
  
  Signing up for a month's membership to Tug and Suck would cost you $29.97 and you'll also be treated to access to all 12 of
the porn sites that make up the Jerked network, which means there are hundreds of additional sexy and exclusive High Def
porn scenes that are available to you.  This is an opportunity that won't last long, so grab it while you can!

Porn Summary
A handjob is usually a great warm up to a sloppy blowjob, but an alternating Tug and Suck combo is a gift that keeps on
giving until you cum all over a lucky slut's face, lips, and wrists!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Tug and Suck Was A Great Site But It Has Been Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 86  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 87    Taste: 88        Final: 79

Porn Sites Included
Wifey Likes Black Cock (82) ,White Curvy Asses (82) ,Bottom Bang (80) ,Bubble Butt Tryouts (80) ,Butt Fetish (79) ,Mouth
Drillers (79) ,Solo Butts (79) ,Sexy POV (78) ,Boobs And Bottoms (78) ,Sum Dum Cunt (78) ,Foxy Black Butts (77) ,Handle
My Wife (77) ,DMILF (76) 

Porn Niches
Handjobs, HD, Oral

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.97 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
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